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Biography:

cadû [tschaduu]: witchery, voodo, black magic 

CADÛ is a 4 piece ProgRock / TripHop formation hailing from
Vienna Austria.

With band members emerging from all corners of the Viennese
underground scene, CADÛ benefits from a vast variety of stylistic

influences ranging from Trip Hop to Jazz to contemporary music and
theatrical elements.

Their songs are mirrors and reflections of deep rooted subconscious
dreamworlds hitting the 21st century human experience. 

 CADÛ commit to the principle of radical expression as a free art
form:

By breaking creative norms and borders the band aims to inspire the
listeners to move beyond their own norms and borders, and open a

space for a wide audience regardless of genre or background.

[Szene Wien]



[PPC Graz]

Within the past 2 years,  CADÛ have established themselves as an
intense live Act, drawing the listener ever deeper into their world

and growing a loyal fanbase.

They played shows all over Europe, opened up Masters of Puppets
music festival as part of a shamanic ceremony. They played with

Motorpsycho at the great hall of the Arena, one of the most
renowned rock venues in Austria and toured with 

Tito and Tarantula through Austria

In 2018 their song Amazigh (which is a tribute to the berber people
of Morrocco) was played at Radio Erbil in Iraq.

In 2019 they released their debut Album Steelstreet, which was
recorded in Timisoara Romania in 2018.



Quotes:

,,This charismatic group opens with an intense show. Great songs
presented with heavy sound and strong voice. The calmer parts

nearly let you forget, how heavy it was before, but explode right then
again “ State of Guitars

From the very first moment, they create an intense atmosphere and
give one goose bumps. It is the voice (“Steelstreet blues”), the

decent drums and string harmonics on bass and guitar (“Create a
haze”) and explosive parts (“Metro” and “Hyenas”) that can bond

the willing listener. “ State of guitars

L  inks:

Fb:

https://www.facebook.com/cadubandofficial/

Hp:

https://caduofficial.com/

Album:

https://cadu.bandcamp.com

Review:

https://stateofguitars.net/?s=cadu
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